The Ultimate Home Pet Tool
A Scooper and Bag made for each other
BAG SCOOPER
…because A Clean Yard is a Fun Yard!
No more dirty trash bins. A clean yard makes it
fun/sanitary for children and pets. The Bag Scooper and
bag makes pet clean up easy and sanitary.

Ergonomically designed

(Less stress on shoulder & wrist)
HEIGHT: Shorter height for “straight arm use”. After scooping,
scooper naturally lifts off ground when standing upright.

BAG SCOOPER Handled Pet Waste Bags
For cleaning up the entire yard
A scooper and bag made for each other
For use with the Bag Scooper.
Keeps Scooper Clean!
Keeps Trash Bin Clean!
Easy-Tie Handles keeps hands away
from waste

HANDLE: Centered over scooper offering even weight distribution
as scooper fills.
DESIGN FEATURES: Our Patented “O-Cinch” ring offers a
snug bag fit and a simple bag release. Drain holes avoids water
build up if kept outside. Scooper and Bag capacity holds up to
15-20 medium size dog doo’s FOUR BONUS WASTE BAGS
included! Custom fit scooper bags with long handles to
avoid any contact with pet waste.
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Best used with Bag-A-Doo Handled Pet Waste Bags.
Designed by Dog Owners with multiple dogs in mind

Bag Scooper Handled Pet Waste Bag: 10”x 21”

www.bagscooper.com

PROMOTIONAL PROGRAM
12"
For every BAG SCOOPER OR bag package sold, $1 goes
to helping a dog – food, training, health.
Visit “BAG SCOOPER helps dogs” for more details.
For every $500 generated, we select an animal shelter
or rescue organization, and offer $500 worth of perks
for the canines – food, medical services, and/or training
for a new home. We partner with dog food manufacturer’s, trainers, and veterinarians to offer the maximum
benefits possible. The more everyone helps BAG
SCOOPER grow the more help we can offer dogs.

12"

Standard Grocery Handled
Plastic Bag: 12”x 12”

IMPORTANT NOTE: Use of our custom
bag is NOT required. Any standard grocery
handled bag or small trash liner will work with the
Bag Scooper. It just won’t be as good a fit.
Warning: This product is not a toy. Do not let
children or pets play with bags. For use by adults for
intended purpose only. Plastic bags can cause suffocation. Keep away from all babies, children and pets.
Made in USA

